Abstract-Routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problems in wavelength-routed optical networks are typically solved using a combination of integer programming and graph coloring. Such techniques are complex and make extensive use of heuristics. We explore an alternative solution technique in the well-known maximum edge disjoint paths (EDP) problem which can be naturally adapted to the RWA problem. Maximum EDP is NP-hard, but now it is known that simple greedy algorithms for it are as good as any of the more complex heuristic solutions. In this paper we investigate the performance of a simple greedy maximum edge disjoint paths algorithm applied to the RWA problem and compare it with a previously known solution method.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
OUTING and wavelength assignment (RWA) for the lightpaths of the virtual topology in wavelength routed optical networks is typically solved in two parts: 1) lightpath routing, to determine the route of the lightpaths on the physical topology and 2) wavelength assignment, to assign the wavelengths to each lightpath in the virtual topology, such that wavelength constraints are satisfied for each physical link. The RWA problem for a given physical network and virtual topology is known to be NP-complete. Further, routing and wavelength assignment problems are each known to be individually NP-complete [1] and many heuristic solutions have been proposed. See [1] for a recent survey of the various solutions to the RWA problem.
Lightpath routing is done by first selecting the lightpaths and then assigning routes to them. The order in which the lightpaths are assigned can be selected by different heuristic schemes such as random, fixed, longest-first or shortest-first. Routes can be found by techniques such as shortest path algorithms, weighted shortest path and -shortest path algorithms. The route is selected from the available candidates using different schemes such as random, first-fit or probabilistic. The RWA problem is also solved by formulating it as an integer linear program (ILP) optimization problem [2] with one of two objective functions-minimize the required number of wavelengths to establish the given set of lightpaths and maximize the number of established lightpaths with a fixed number of wavelengths. A hard version of the problem is when no wavelength conversion Manuscript received September 27, 2001. The associate editor coordinating the review of this letter and approving it for publication was Dr. J. Evans. The work of P. Manohar was supported by a Photonic Switching Project from the Ministry of Human Resources Development, Government of India.
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is used at the routing nodes of the physical network and this requires that the wavelength continuity constraint be satisfied, i.e., a lightpath should use the same wavelength on all the links in its path. Extensive and complex heuristics are used to solve these ILPs. One solution considers a fractional relaxation with rounding techniques to obtain an integral solution [3] . In this solution method a multicommodity flow problem where the maximum flow on any physical link is minimized subject to flow, capacity and resource constraints is solved. Fractional relaxation for multicommodity flow formulation combined with randomized rounding is used to calculate the routes for lightpaths. Wavelength assignment (WA) is solved as the coloring of the path graph in which each lightpath of the virtual topology is a node in and two nodes in are connected by an undirected edge if the corresponding paths share a common edge in the physical topology. Thus wavelength assignment is equivalent to coloring the vertices of such that adjacent edges do not have the same color. Each color is a wavelength.
From above, solving the RWA problem using mathematical programming is quite complex in view of the large number of variables and constraints and complex problem size reduction heuristics. Further, it will not be known how close the solution is to the optimal. Given this, it would be interesting to look for simple and intuitive alternative methods for RWA with performance comparable to that from mathematical programming techniques. In the next section we describe one such method based on the greedy solution of a well known graph theory problem. We then investigate its performance in comparison with the solution method of [3] .
II. RWA USING EDGE DISJOINT PATHS
In this section we develop a simple and intuitive solution to the RWA problem. Observe that the lightpaths that are assigned the same wavelength will not traverse the same physical link, i.e., these paths are edge disjoint. In graph theory, given a graph and a set of source-destination pairs and the requirement that a path be found for as many of the pairs as possible, finding the maximum set of edge disjoint paths is a well known problem and is formally defined as follows. Let be the graph of the physical network, the vertex set and the edge set. Connection request is specified by a pair , . Let be the set of connections for whom edge disjoint paths need to be found,
. is said to be realizable in if there exist mutually edge-disjoint paths in such that has endpoints and . The maximum edge disjoint paths problem is to find a maximum size realizable subset of , given and . Let the maximum size of a realizable subset of in by . It is easy to see that the maximum edge disjoint 1089-7798/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE paths (EDP) problem is a combinatorial optimization problem and is known to be NP-hard [4] . Given and , let be a partition of such that each element of the partition is a solution to the maximum EDP on . Now the application to the RWA problem is as follows. Given and consider a solution of the maximum EDP problem that obtains a realizable set . Since the paths in are edge disjoint they can be assigned the same wavelength, say . Now construct the set , i.e., is the set of connections not contained in . An iteration of maximum EDP on the and will give and the paths in can be assigned the same wavelength, say . This process can be repeated till is empty for some . The minimum such is denoted by . Finding is the problem of minimizing the number of wavelengths in wavelength routed optical networks. Observe that if the solution to the maximum EDP is optimum, the optimum can be obtained from above. The maximum EDP is also hard to approximate and good heuristics are not well known [4] . The current best approximation guarantee for arbitrary graphs is , where is the number of edges and is the diameter of the graph [4] . Srinivasan and Baveja [5] improved the approximation algorithms based on LP relaxation. Recently, Guruswami et al. [6] have shown that simple greedy algorithms and randomized rounding algorithms can yield approximations similar to those given in [5] . This motivates us to investigate the use of greedy EDP algorithms for RWA and compare it with the results from [3] .
In the following we describe the details of the solution of the RWA problem using a greedy solution to maximum EDP.
A. RWA With Greedy EDP
We use the bounded greedy algorithm for the maximum EDP that was first described in [4] to assign routes and a wavelength to set of lightpaths. In this algorithm, we define an upper bound for the number of edges in a path that will be considered by the algorithm as being part of the solution. Kleinberg [4] has argued that a reasonable value for is and we use this in our algorithm. The inputs to the algorithm are the graph of the physical network, lightpath set and the bound defined as above. The output of the algorithm is which is the set of pairs where is a routed lightpath and is the physical path assigned to this lightpath. The algorithm, , operates as follows. Randomly select a lightpath from the set , find the shortest path for this connection. If path length of is less than the bound , add to the path set and to the set of routed lightpaths and delete the edges in used by from . If the path length of is greater than , lightpath is not routed. This is repeated for all the connections in . The algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1 . At the end of the algorithm, contains the lightpaths that will be assigned the same wavelength.
An iterative algorithm for solving RWA using maximum EDP can be developed immediately. Each iteration of the will result in a set of lightpaths that can be assigned the same wavelength. Remove this set from and get the set of unassigned lightpaths. We run with the physical topology graph and the set of unassigned lightpaths to obtain the set of lightpaths that will be assigned another wavelength. This is repeated till all the lightpaths are assigned. The pseudo code for this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now describe some numerical results with which we compare the performance of the and the ILP and graph coloring based algorithm described in [3] . We compare the number of wavelengths used to route a given lightpath set on a given physical topology. We also compare the execution time for both these algorithms. The details of our experiments are as follows. We obtain a random graph for the physical topology by specifying the number of nodes in the graph, , and the probability of an edge, between any node pair. The lightpath set is also generated randomly by populating the matrix with 1s and 0s where the probability of 1 is specified by and a 1 in position indicates a lightpath between node and node . Note that Banerjee and Mukherjee provide the numerical results for their algorithm in a similar manner. For a given and , we run the algorithm in [3] and . The linear program formulation is solved using lpsolve. The randomized rounding algorithm is run ten times (each time with a different seed) on each LP output and the best result obtained is chosen. The algorithm is also run with different permutations of and the assignment that uses the least number of wavelengths is chosen. Table I shows the number of wavelengths used for each combination of and and also the execution time for both the algorithms. Note that consistently takes less [3] time than that the LP based algorithm and the number of wavelengths is always the same, except in the case of the 20 node network with and . We mention here that the choices of and were governed by the size of the problem that could be given to .
IV. LIMITED WAVELENGTHS
As we said earlier, the RWA can also take the form maximizing the number of lightpaths that are routed using a fixed number of wavelengths, say . This is similar to the objective function of Ramaswami and Sivarajan [2] . The algorithm defined above may be used in this form of RWA as follows. Observe that there can only be a maximum of partitions of the lightpath set with each partition being assigned the same wavelength. It is easy to see that we will need to perform iterations of the main loop of . The RWA problem constrained in this manner cannot be solved using the method of Banerjee and Mukherjee [3] . Using any of the other LP-based formulations is not straightforward because in these, the wavelength assignment is done separately through a graph coloring algorithm.
To estimate the performance of for RWA constrained in this manner we performed the following experiment. We constructed a random graph for the physical network with nodes and imposed a fully connected virtual topology on this network leading to lightpaths in the network. We obtained the carried traffic as a function of for this network. The experiment was performed with 100 randomly generated physical networks, and the mean and variance of the carried traffic for different was obtained. In Fig. 3 we plot the mean and variance for a network with nodes. The experiment was conducted for random physical networks with edge probabilities (average of 63 directed edges) and (average of 84 directed edges). Observe that the denser physical network requires about 10 wavelengths to construct a fully connected virtual topology with probability very nearly 1 while the sparser network requires considerably more than 20, i.e., the reduction in the required number of wavelengths decreases faster than linearly with increasing edges. Also observe that the incremental carried traffic with increasing number of wavelength diminishes very rapidly with increasing .
V. CONCLUSION
In this letter we have presented an edge disjoint path based solution for the routing of lightpaths of the virtual topology of an optical network and the assignment of wavelengths to them. This method is appealing in its simplicity and yet provides a performance in terms of the number of wavelengths required to deploy a given virtual topology comparable to that of more complex solution methods based on integer linear programming and graph coloring. Further, this algorithm can also be used to solve the RWA in which the total number of available wavelengths is upper bounded and the carried traffic needs to be maximized.
